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Crime as a social phenomenon has customarily been
examined as sets of occurrences which happen outside the
boundaries of the legitimate social structure.

Research

by Lawrence E. Cohen and Marcus Felson suggests that more
fruitful explanatory models of crime may be developed from
the routine activity approach, an approach which regards
crime as a routine activity in the same sense that
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everyday work may be regarded as routine activity.

Such

an approach is consonant with the precepts of human
ecology.

Human ecology as a theoretical model posits an

interrelationship among the divergent parts of the social
fabric.

In such a scenario crime is regarded as another

manifestation of a symbiotic social interrelation, one
among many that flourish in the social whole.

Crime, in

this approach, is a routine activity, just as work is a
routine activity.
Cohen and Felson argue that criminal acts are
predicated upon the convergence of three factors in time
and space:

likely offenders, suitable targets, and the

absence of capable guardians.

Likely, or motivated,

offenders are accepted as given.

The presence of suitable

targets is argued on the basis of material features of
goods, as, for example, in the miniaturization of appliances, and other factors that facilitate theft.

The empiri-

cal crux of the argument, however, centers on the notion
of absence

o(

capable guardians.

By lack of capable guardians Cohen and Felson intend
to describe the circumstance whereby goods are left
without "supervision" during the day due to the absence of
(working) adult members of the family.

To measure this

possibility, Cohen and Felson have created a construct:
the household activity ratio, a ratio intended to indicate
the rate of activity in U.S. households in daytime hours.
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This ratio is regressed against crime rates for the period
1947-1974 in an attempt to measure the extent to which the
household activity ratio may be said to covary with
selected crime rates, all of which were derived from FBI
statistics.
This thesis is designed to test the strength of the
linkage, suggested by Cohen and Felson's demonstratea
covariation, over time.

It was reasoned that if the trend

of increase, both in household activity ratio and in crime
rates, was based on something more significant than the
tendency for both rates to grow independently over time,
then the strenqth of the relationship between household
activity ratio and crime rates should hold in a crosssectional analysis in which the relationship was tested
across a range of cases.

Accordingly, the household

activity ratio as defined by Cohen and Felson was
calculated for each of the 36 Oregon counties in the year
1970 and this result was regressed against seven selected
crime rates reported by county in an Oregon State Police
report.

The regression analysis was augmented by two

variables:

percent of the population age 15-24 and

percent unemployed.

These variables are widely touted in

crime literature as covariants of crime.
In addition, two demographic variables addressing
county characteristics were added to the final equations
used in this thesis:

density and percent urban.

First,
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if Cohen and Felson demonstrated a universal relationship,
it should hold across all demographic conditions.

Second,

and equally important, substantiation for the importance
of demographic variables in relation to crime rates may be
drawn from previous research.
Results of this cross-sectional study were unable to
substantiate the strong relationship between household
activity ratio and crime rates found by Cohen and Felson
in their trend analysis.

Further, an overwhelming

association was found to exist between the demographic
variables appended to this study and the household
activity ratio.

While association cannot be construed as

cause, strength of association can speak to the predictive
utility of variables juxtaposed in regression equations.
In the case of this study, demographic variables proved to
be strong predictors of five of the seven crime rates
examined in the study.

In some instances, better than 90

percent of the variance in a particular crime rate was
explained by the demographic variables in the equation.
The household activity ratio attained statistical
significance in four out of seven cases when regressed
against crime rates, but the percent of the variance in
crime rates that could be independently explained by the
household activity ratio never exceeded 20 percent.
contribution of the household activity ratio to an

The
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explanation of crime rates dropped as other variables were
added to the equation.

Therefore, this thesis was unable

to provide substantiation for the theory of Cohen and
Felson.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Sociologists and social psychologists have long
speculated on the causes and covariants of crime.
Theorists have posited an array of explanatory and
predictive models; empirical methodologists and
speculators alike are intrigued and tantalized by the
ubiquity of crime.
Much of crime literature focuses on crime as a
phenomenon "over there"--heyond the pale of the everyday.
Criminals, by implicit definition, are those persons who
commit acts outside normal social boundaries.

Crime is,

in some sense, the feared and destructive scissor in the
carefully woven (adjudicated and regulated) warp and weft
of society.
The purpose of this thesis is to replicate a study
that entertains a basic assumption outside this usual
vision of crime as external to the social fabric.
Lawrence E. Cohen and Marcus Felson of the University of
Illinois at Urbana published a study in 1979 that derives
from the thinking of human ecologists.

Crime, in this

purview, is not an activity that occurs outside
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boundaries.

In the ecological framework, crime is an

integral part of the total social fabric.

Cohen and

Felson posit a method by which crime can be examined as a
part of the social whole and can be predicted by other
empirically identifiable occurrences within the social
whole.

Specifically, they posit that the likelihood of

cr.ime may be predicted by the amount of activity that
actually occurs during daytime hours in and around private
living spaces.

The theory is that crime is a routine

activity much like going to work is a routine activity.
Crime, like work, takes place within certain predictable
frameworks, and Cohen and Felson argue that a likely
environment for crime is the home which is basically
unattended all day.

The statistical implication for this

argument is that household activity ratio, when regressed
against crime rate, should demonstrate a strong
statistical association.
The Cohen and Felson study took account of national
data from 1947 to 1974, and they were able to demonstrate
that the trend of increasing crime rates was matched by an
increasing trend toward large periods of time when private
living spaces are vacant.

However, Cohen and Felson fail

to address the criticism that, over time, all trends or
rates tend to increase or inflate.

A cross-sectional

study tests the natural increase in rates by testing an
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association over a number of cases at one point in time.
Consequently, this thesis focuses on Oregon only, and
seeks to turn the time series on its head into a crosssectional analysis.

While 1970 data are used, the thesis

could be updated in a replication using 1980 data as those
data become available.

The main task of the thesis is to

pose the question, "Does the Cohen and Felson predictive
model work?"

Data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census are

necessary to calculate the main predictor, the household
activity ratio.

Data from law enforcement agencies are

necessary for determining crime rates.

Cohen and Felson

used national FBI crime statistics for all but one of
their rates, homicide, which they took from the U.S.
Bureau of the Census.

Law enforcement data for this

thesis were drawn from a report of the Oregon State Police
for 1970.
An additional thrust of this thesis is to pose the
question as to whether the Cohen and Felson predictive
model has utility across rural/urban types of social
aggregations.

Any association between variables which is

universal should hold over all categories of social
aggregation.

To this end, two statistics, "percent urban"

and "population density," were added to the analysis.
These data were recorded by county as reported in the U.S.
Bureau of the Census reports.

County population was
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originally included, but was dropped due to excessive
multicolinearity in the analysis.

These two factors were

added as independent variables in the regression analysis;
essentially, they compete with the household activity
ratio of Cohen and Felson in a regression model that
attempts to explain the variance in crime rates.
This thesis is conceived in both the Durkheimian
tradition and in the tradition of human _ecology.

Durkheim

argued that one characteristic of a social fact was that
it must be "a way of acting which is general throughout
the society" (Durkheim, 1966:13).

This thesis examines

the possibility that household activity is a reliable
covariant of crime rates by testing the general
applicability of this notion.

In examining crime rates,

one stays squarely within the Durkheimian mandate that a
social fact must "exist independently of its individual
manifestations" (Durkheim, 1966:13).

It is not a

Durkheimian requirement that the sociologist discover laws
in the search for social facts.

As George E. G. Catlin

argues in his introduction to The Rules of the
Sociological Method:
These "social facts of Durkheim • • • are not
absolute permanencies • • • They are merely very
persistent historical phenomena • • • the
instances of "social facts" cited by Durkheim
are instances containing a large element of the
contingent (Durkheim, 1938:viii).
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Consequently, what can be tendered in a Durkheimian
argument need not be immutable: such evidence must simply
fulfill the prescription of being historically regular and
observable in society.

This thesis seeks to provide

evidence as to whether the Cohen and Felson hypothesis,
described above in more general terms, and in Chapter III
in more detail, may be said to be within the Durkheimian
constraints of "social fact."
The second sociological tradition informing this
thesis is that of human ecology.

As Amos Hawley, among

the earliest comprehensive articulators of this paradigm
in sociology, argues:
In the ecological view, however, life is not an
individual, but an aggregate phenomenon. Hence the
underlying assumption of ecology is that adjustment
to environment is a mutual, in fact a communal,
function (Hawley, 1950:66).
As Hawley observes:
Ecology is not concerned with how habits are
acquired--that is a psychological problem: it is
interested rather in the functions they serve and
the relationships they involve (Hawley, 1950:69).
To link this focus to the problem herein being formulated,
human ecology models do not pose questions about how
criminals have become (or will become) criminals.

Such

speculation is properly assigned as the province of
psychologists: in recent years, social psychologists such
as labeling theorists have also entered this arena (e.g.,
Schur, 1971).

What constituted legitimate inquiry within
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the ecological framework is the nature of the relation
between parts, and between parts and wholes.

In examining relations between parts, Cohen and
Felson argue that criminal acts require the convergence of
three factors:

(1) the absence of capable guardians, (2)

likely offenders, and (3) suitable targets.

By capable

guardians the authors mean persons present in 19cations
that render them guardians against a contemplated criminal
act.

The term guardian should not be construed in this

context as a watchdog over some group socially defined as
being in need of watching, such as juveniles.

"Guardian,"

with respect to crime occurring in or in relation to
residences, refers to a capable presence located in the
home as a seat of routine activities throughout the day.
Likely offenders are accepted as given by Cohen and
Felson; no measure is offered in their study.

As they

explain, " • • • we do not examine why individuals or
groups are inclined criminally, but rather, we take the
criminal inclination as given • • • " (Cohen and Felson,
1979:589).

They argue convincingly that suitable targets

are becoming increasingly available and examine a range
of consumer data sources in their research effort.

The

shape of their argument will be presented in Chapter II.
The empirically-testable essence of Cohen and
Felson's argument rests on the notion of absence of
capable guardians against crime.

A methodology laid out
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in Chapter III of this thesis correlates household
activity with crime rates, linking capable guardians to
the other parts of their argument (capable guardians and
motivated offenders).

Underlying the basic correlative

logic presented by Cohen and Felson is the premise that
crime, like any other activity, may be understood as a
routine activity.

As they assert in the introduction to

their article, "Criminal violations are treated here as
routine activities which share many attributes of, and are
interdependent with, other routine activities" (Cohen and
Felson, 1979:589).

This thesis tests the Cohen and

Felson argument, using cross-sectional, rather than time
series, evidence.

The intent is to lend either

confirmation or disconfirmation to the Cohen and Felson
hypothesis that a measure of a specific activity can be
used as a predictor of crime.
This thesis is not engaged in causal analysis.
nature of the argument is not that X causes Y.

The

Rather,

the position is that if X is observed, Y has a significant
likelihood of being observed.

A predictor is not

necessarily a cause: it may be an observation that
systematically covaries with another observation.
Prediction does not logically entail cause, only
covariation.

This thesis is concerned with the utility of

a predictor: no attention is empirically directed toward
the causes of crime.
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In sum, this thesis is concerned with the
covariation between two social observations.

Chapter II

examines crime literature in general as it pertains to
this task.

Chapter III discusses methodology.

Chapter IV

presents the findings of this study, and Chapter V is
devoted to a discussion of the results and suggestions for
future research.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Cohen and Felson base their theoretical model on the
work of Amos Hawley, who held, in accordance with the
precepts of human ecology, that the community was more
than the territory within which it was located.
Community, to Hawley, represented a complex of interrelationships affected not only by space, but also by
time.

In particular, Cohen and Felson focus on Hawley's

temporal notions of rhythm, tempo, and timing (Hawley,
1950:289).

Given, argues Hawley, that time is experienced

in two of its aspects, duration and recurrence (whereby
the latter is the measure of the former), then to know
time we must know its units of measure.

The first of

these, rhythm, refers to the "regular periodicity within
which events occur" (Hawley, 1950:289).
events per unit of time.

Tempo refers to

Timing, finally, refers to the

coordination of the first two across a community as a
whole.
The notion of a household activity ratio is derived
directly from these concepts.

In creating this construct,

Cohen and Felson have posited that regular periodicity
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(persons measurably away from homes) at a given tempo
leads to a timing or coordination of activity between
offender and victim such that a certain criminal tempo
(violations per day) is achieved.

This theoretical

approach to the study of crime departs from most previous
efforts.

The unit of analysis is not the criminal, but

rather, the geographic area of investigation and the
complexity of interrelationships at play within a given
area.
MOTIVATED OFFENDERS
Cohen and Felson fail to escape completely the
problem of criminal motivation.

They avoid the

psychological quagmire that such a line of inquiry usually
feeds into by simply positing as true the notion that
motivated offenders exist and are present in sufficient
numbers to feed into the symbiotic relationships Hawley
posits.

In the same sense that labeling theorists have

been accused of an inability to explain the initiator of
their model, the first offense, Cohen and Felson avoid the
attempt to explain the initiator of their model, motivated
offenders.

While this thesis embodies the same assumption

Cohen and Felson make about offenders, it is useful to
speculate as to what might contribute to behavior that is
regarded as a legal offense, because further research can
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address what must be viewed as a shortcoming of the
routine activity approach to crime:

its failure to

explain motivated offenders.
Early theories of offender motivation located guilt
within the individual: the concept of criminality was not
a sociological one but a psychological one, an analytic
focus adopted even by sociologists of the time.

For

example, a sociologist in an early American sociology
textbook asserts that "Crime is not solely a matter of
moral perversity but is intimately linked up to the mental
life of the individual • • • "

(Wallis, 1927).

Wallis

continues to assert that mental life is affected by
certain socially produced factors, such as the "condition
of civilization" and "poverty."

However, he conceives the

mental life of the individual as being tied to other, more
individual, situations, such as feeble-mindedness and
insanity.
One limitation in the testing of the notion of
motivated offender is that, while one can explain, after
the fact, certain social or psychological characteristics
that seem to inhere to persons identified as offenders,
one cannot explain why others, given the same
characteristics, do not move from the status of motivated
to actual offenders.

Such a shortcoming is especially

true of Sutherland's arguments in the theory of
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differential association.

The theory states that societal

conditions lead to the development of extensive
criminalistic subcultures in which certain patterns of
association lead to certain patterns of behavior.
Sutherland does not explain why this is true of some, but
not other, persons within the same opportunity structure.
But then, many researchers have noted:
As pointed out from a behavioral point of view
"crime" is not a simple, precise, homogenous
phenomenon which can be readily integrated into
a sociological or psychological frame of reference.
"Crime" represents many kinds of behavior occurring
under many different situations (Schmid, 1960b:675).
The notion of motivated offender is a convenient notion to
duck, given that no definitive answer arises to answer the
question as to what causes an individual human being to
exhibit behavior that may be counted in empirical studies
as criminal behavior.

Persons with certain character-

istics may be labeled as having a high probability of
exhibiting certain behaviors, but it remains to be explained
adequately why crimes are committed by some persons and not
others.

The concept should not be dismissed, however.

Individual behaviors contribute to statistical
aggregations, and, as such, are the proper subject of speculation.

Sociologically, it is not profitable to focus

on such causes at the exclusion of larger rate-ofviolation issues.

At the same time, in larger studies

such as those of the scope of Cohen and Felson, it
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is still necessary to posit the potential offender as the
criminal (motivated offender), even though the individual
is not the unit of analysis.

Further, much of the "folk"

or lay literature about crime depends upon such
individualistic concepts as ignorance, idleness (and
unemployment/unemployability), hopelessness, etc., to
explain the motivation of offenders.

As Ramsey Clark

argues:
Every major city in America demonstrates the
relationship between crime and poor education,
unemployment, bad health, and inadequate housing
(Clark, 1970:57).
Clark's position still does not offer an explanation as to
why some of the persons in unenviable social positions are
motivated to become offenders while some do not become
offenders.

(As yet, no theorist has argued that all

persons of certain identifiable characteristics are
offenders, but that some are hidden deviants because they
have not been noticed by authorities.)
Labeling theorists posit that deviants are the product of an interaction between the deviant individual and
society (Schur, 1971).

Others hypothesize that both

criminals and victims share characteristics in common.
Oscar Newman, interpreting his study of the relationship
between architectural style and crime, asserts:
The root causes of inner city and ghetto crime
lie deep in the social structure of our nation.
Criminal and victim alike come from that strata
of the population without power of choice. In
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the United States, the correlation of criminal
and victim with poverty is unmistakeable. In
both, access to institutions which lead out of
their condition has been denied (Newman, 1973:
13) •
Economic models of crime may come closest to being
theoretically assumable in the routine activity theory of
crime.

Economic models propose an individual calculus

based upon costs and benefits.

Costs and benefits can be

construed to include the considerations of poverty: the
economic model is built on the notion of rational man
weighing probable incomes against probable costs.

In such

a model the individual weighs the following:
-Practical opportunities for legitimately earning
an income.
-Amount of income offered by these practical
opportunities.
-Amount of income offered by illegal methods.
-Probability of arrest as associated with an
illegal act.
-Probability of punishment, if arrested.
Some models also include a factor similar to the notion of
motivated offender:

sociologically or psychologically-

determined tests for crime (Swimmer, 1974).

In such a

schema, an amateur becomes that person who did not weight
correctly the above factors (Sullivan, 1973).

It should

be noted that the economic model ignores any impact from
weighing values, such as honesty, and other general
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factors of social responsibility within which the
individual weights his/her contribution to the social

whole.
As long as persons and aggregates of persons are
differentiated by socioeconomic status, economic models of
crime will offer a possible explanation of the motivated
offender.

Economic models offer explanatory symmetry

because they off er an important rationale as to why one
person in a given set of circumstances offends (breaks a
codified social rule) and another does not.

A weighing

of consequences versus potential persuades some persons to
regard crime as useful and others regard crime as not
productive or useful.

Economic models have the potential

to incorporate a range of other explanations for crime,
such as anomie, because, theoretically, the individual
weighs all of the possible effects in making decisions.
One effect, of course, can be the mitigation of untenable
economic and emotional circumstances through the
generation of illegal income.

Economic models can even be

extrapolated to "crimes of passion," where the person
committing such an act is obtaining a kind of relief from
an untenable (in

th~

individual's estimation) situation

through a decision to mitigate criminally.
Economic theories lend themselves to Cohen and
Felson's model of criminal activity because these models
are compatible with the notion of symbiotic relations
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between criminals and victims in the context of routine
activities.

Positing routine activities as keeping

capable guardians away from suitable targets implies a
rationality of criminality that is reflected in the
economic explanation of motivated offenders.

That

economic models are more applicable to burglary, robbery,
and property crimes than to physical crimes such as murder
and rape, may, in general suggest that instead of looking
for one explanation of the motivated offender, the
sociologist ought to develop a typology of motivated
offenders tied to typologies of crime.

To assume that a

general notion such as poverty (a social characteristic)
or mental illness (a personal characteristic) can explain
offender motivation may be overly simplistic.

Even

grouped characteristics may fall short unless the
characteristics are themselves grouped into meaningful
categories of motivation relative to the criminal
behaviors being measured (crime rates).
TARGET SUITABILITY
The Cohen and Felson argument for increasing target
suitability as a trend rests on logical extrapolation from
certain empirical observations, from which they conclude
that "expensive and movable durables • • • have the
highest risk of illegal removal."

They then document this

argument by citing trends in consumer expenditures,
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commercial shipping of goods, etc.

The basic argument

rests on the proposition that goods have value to the
thief according to their movability and their intrinsic
(socially determined) value.

This thesis addresses the

year 1970, a year that comes at the end of the duration of
the Cohen and Felson trend analysis.

For this reason

(because 1970 is demonstrably a part of the analysis
undertaken by Cohen and Felson) no supplemental review is
undertaken in this thesis.

A check of the Consumer

Reports Buying Guide of 1976 bears out the observation
that goods are becoming smaller and more compact
(especially in electronics).

This does, as Cohen and

Felson argue, raise the value per pound of certain goods
as opposed to others.
What the argument about suitable targets neglects is
that value itself is a socially determined artifact in a
market society.

A saturated market will not absorb once-

valued goods; further, coupling an economic model of
motivated offender with a shifting market based on a
socially-determined value points to the (rational) conclusion that as the values of suitable targets change, economic
motivation will also change.

Again, what is missing is

the relation of target suitability to all types of crimes.
Certain other considerations are also absent from
the Cohen and Felson construct of target suitability.

How

distant must the criminal (the person contributing to the
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rate statistic) be from the geographic location of the
suitable target?

Pyle (1974) found that people will

travel farther to commit burglary (property crime) than
violent crimes.

He further found that, in addition to the

consideration of distance related to type of crime, an
association exists between the economic use of the land
(wholesale/manufacturing vs. residential) and burglary.
Such a consideration may lend itself to analysis by
neighborhood type.

Do neighborhoods with material

commercial interests suffer more crimes against property
than residential neighborhoods? This question is ignored
in the Cohen and Felson analysis.
If target suitability as a function of goods
manufactured, shipped and purchased coupled with increased
ease in movability is accepted as given, then the
question becomes one of evaluating whether target
suitability is related to these factors only.

The Pyle

study cited above indicates that other considerations may
be at play.

For example, rural/urban differences may

affect both target suitability and the motivation of
persons to become offenders.

Urban areas may present more

anonymous suitable targets (targets available in areas
where one is personally unknown, a factor which may be
weighed in the consideration of criminal options).
As early as 1942, Clinard examined the potential
effect of rural/urban dimensions as juxtaposed with crime
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rates.

In a study of offenders at the Iowa Men's

Reformatory, Clinard found that rural offenders are more
anonymous in that they do not participate as frequently in
community networks.

He further found that networks of

criminal relations varied directly with the amount of
urbanization in the areas from which the offenders came.
This early study indicated a basis from which to consider
the possibility of rural/urban dichotomies in the study of
crime.

However, as Clinard noted:

City living does not, or course, directly result
in deviant behavior, but many of the conditions
associated with city life are, to a preponderant
degree, conducive to deviation (Clinard, 1963).
Presumably, urbanism combines two potentials as related to
the economic model of motivation and the suitability of
targets.

First, an urban area provides a concentration of

potential targets and the potential to convert those
potential targets into personal gain.

Secondly, and

related to the first point, an urban area provides the
possibility that such activities will be able to be
carried out anonymously, a possibility that enhances the
potential to escape the scene of the crime unnoticed and
unrecognized, and a factor which also bears importantly on
the possibility of converting (anonymously) the suitable
target itself into a personal gain, the possible basis for
motivated offenses being committed in the first place.
Such effects are, of course, not limited to city
boundaries, but apply to urban areas in general.

The
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requirement, then, for a suitable target, would be that it
be anonymously convertible into gain and that it be
available at some predictable (or estimable) rate of
anonymity.

Both of these concerns are avoided or excluded

from the Cohen and Felson argument.

Yet, crime literature

indicates that these considerations may be important.

For

example, a factor analysis conducted by Boggs (1965)
indicates that with property crimes, considerations of
profitability are important.

A theft cannot be profitable

unless it has a socially determined index of inherent
value, but it cannot be profitable at any level unless it
can fit into an available and safe market (unless theft is
occurring for direct personal gain, as in the theft of a
television for personal use only).
Target suitability is in part determined by its
socially determined value.

Value is a process closely

associated with social differentiation.

If an artifact

increases in value, it is generally scarce; that is, it
decreases in availability.

Therefore, one consideration

of target suitability must be the accounting of what is
socially valued and also rare within a society, rare at a
rate that would make a target suitable for a risk venture
to obtain its exchange value.

This is true of criminal as

well as non-criminal behavior and valuation.

Humphries

and Wallace (1980) found that a decrease in the size of
the manufacturing labor force correlated with a rise in
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personal property crime.

(Their definition of personal

property crimes included robbery, larceny, burglary, and
auto theft.)

Their study suggests the possibility that

target suitability may not be a characteristic based on
properties inhering to the product itself; target
suitability may vary with the economic structure of the
time within which the crime rate is being reported.

Such

a thesis could be tested by comparing previous times of
economic affluence to current times of economic strain.
On the one hand, as people are increasingly frustrated in
their ideal of economic gain, are they likely to regard an
increasing number of targets as suitable?

Is the per-

pound value of such targets of as much theoretical
utility as the use to which such suitable targets may
be put (such. as personal use vs. sale for money)?

A

target can still be suitable in terms of its size
(movability) and be usable personally as oppposed to
usable for its convertibility into dollars.

On the other

hand, do times of economic strain lend themselves to a
market of target suitability?

Such suitability may be

based upon the fact that, not only does the motivated
offender have a hypothesized use for the products of a
behavioral (criminal) effort, but, also, that a market of
non-motivated offenders may be willing to purchase "hot"
and desirable items.
based.

Such motivation is also economically
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Economic arguments that combine motivated offenders
with a changing economic definition of suitable targets
may still ignore other considerations in the equation of
criminality.

Lumping, as Cohen and Felson do, all types

of major crimes under one umbrella ignores other
correlates of crime such as sex and race.

One study

recently conducted demonstrated a relationship between
personal crimes (rape, robbery,

assault,~and

personal

larceny) and the percentage black males age 18-20 in the
population.

These results were mirrored for household

crimes (Hindeling, 1981).
The review of the notion of suitable targets has
been addressed, not to the review of the Cohen and Felson
material, but to the consideration of factors that their
review may have overlooked.

One can demonstrate an

increasing movability of qoods based on miniaturization and
considerations of weight.

One can further combine these

factors with evidence of increasing availability based on
shipping rates and sales data.

The issues raised herein

attempt to suggest fruitful paths beyond these boundaries.
For example, if more persons are unemployed, does this
mean that there are fewer suitable targets, given that
less money is exchanging in the society?

Does it mean

that older targets become more suitable because they have
an increased market, which is to suggest that older items
are more exchangeable in times of scarcity?

Does economic
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scarcity affect the valuation of goods?

A final

consideration of Cohen and Felson's argument, lack of
capable guardians, may even be affected by high
unemployment, in that unemployment itself may suggest that
more persons are at home guarding their suitable targets.
(Of course, this conjecture ignores the question as to
whether targets of crime are located in areas that are
unaffected by unemployment.)

On one hand, the very rich

may not require two-income budgets, and therefore may have
a suitable guardian guarding the suitable targets.

On the

other hand certain suburban and other persons may not be
able to maintain their suitable targets without leaving
them to unsuitable guardianship routinely (as a consequent
of the routine activity of out-of-home work).

None of

these considerations appears in the Cohen and Felson study
and such considerations may render the study eligible for
the criticism of being to simplistic.

It should be noted

that motivated offenders, assumed by the study, and
suitable targets, treated as a consequent of logical
inference, are focused differently by Cohen and Felson
form their third factor in the covariation trilogy of
crime, lack of capable guardians, a factor which is
empirically tested directly by their statistical
construct, the household activity ratio.
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LACK OF CAPABLE GUARDIANS

Cohen and Felson construe the lack of capable
guardians empirically.

They measure this concept by

examining the routine activity of households.

Routine

activity as a notion is dependent upon the human ecology
work of Amos Hawley because it depends upon the idea that
crime is a routine activity as is any other work for
assessable gain.

In this sense, crime as routine activity

assumes its place in a set of symbiotic social networks
where the criminal feeds upon the non-criminal in the
community in a network relationship that is at least in
part specifiable statistically as a system or network
relationship.

To measure the notion of lack of capable

guardians, Cohen and Felson measure the relationship of
all-adults-employed households (both husbands and wives
working--they do not address non-husband-wife households)
in a ratio with all households, where that resulting ratio
is compared to crime rates.

A more complete discussion of

this consideration appears in the next chapter; a
replication of this statistical construct is
methodological (statistical, and therefore measurable)
rather than theoretical.

The next chapter, Chapter 3,

contains a discussion of the measurement considerations in
reconstructing lack of capable guardians as a covariant of
crime rates.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Interrelationships amonq three factors must he considered in a methodology designed to address the Cohen and
Felson routine activity approach to crime:

likely offen-

ders, suitable targets, and the absence of capable guardians.

Only the last factor, absence of capable guard-

ians, is empirically tested in the study presented by
Cohen and Felson.

The first factor, the presence of

likely offenders, is assumed for purposes of the study.
As thev note:
Unlike many criminological inquiries, we do not
examine why individuals or groups are inclined
criminally, but rather we take criminal inclination
as given and examine the manner in which the
spatio-temporal organization of social activities
helps people to translate their criminal inclinations into action. Criminal activities are
treated here as routine activities which share
many attributes of, and are interdependent
with, other routine activities (Cohen and Felson,
1979:589).

TARGET SUITABILITY
Tar9et suitability refers to the objects of criminal
activity, whether those objects are people or things.
However, the logical argument Cohen and Felson present in
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favor of increasing target suitability addresses things.
Targets are becoming more suitable, they argue, because
actual items such as electronic radios and stereos are
underqoing increasing miniaturization.

Further, these

smaller "things" exist increasingly in an environment that
is routinely unguarded, enhancing the possibility that
such items will become the objects of criminal activity.
In support of this argument, Cohen and Felson note
that electronic appliances, along with the single large
commodity of vehicles, are overrepresented in theft.

They

reached this conclusion by comparinq the 1975 data on
composition of stolen property as reported in the Uniform
Crime Report of the FBI with national data on personal
consumer expenditures and with estimates from the
appliance industry on the value of goods shipped.
That electronic miniaturization as a factor in
target suitability is substantiated in the Cohen and
Felson argument by an examination of burglary data drawn
from the District of Columbia in 1969.

These data

indicate that four home entertainment items were taken in
burglaries for every one instance of taking clothing,
food, drugs, liquor and tobacco combined.

Home

entertainment items were taken eight times as often as
office supplies and equipment.

(It should be noted,

however, that petty white collar crime such as theft of
supplies from the off ice is usually undetected, and hence
unreported.)
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While 69 percent of the national thefts that were
classified in 1975 involve auto parts or their
accessories, or bicycles, these items accounted for only
.1 percent of the tonnage carted by truckload in 1973.
Cohen and Felson conclude from this that durable, portable
items are reported stolen out of proportion to their
contribution to the overall value and weight of goods
being transported in the United States.
Another premise offered in support of the overall
argument of target suitability derives from an examination
of the sales of consumer goods in 1960 as compared with
1970.

Cohen and Felson note a 71 percent increase in

automobile expenditures and a 105 percent increase in
spending for other durables.

While they do not peg these

increases to the inflation rate, they offer other data on
this point that are not directly attributable to
inflation.

They note that shipments of electronic

appliances more than doubled.

Appliance imports rose by

700 percent in this time period.

Finally, while more

goods were being shipped, the 1960-1970 decade witnessed a
decline in the weight of goods shipped, a fact from which
the authors infer that goods became smaller and more
portable, and hence more attractive as theft targets.
Another dimension informs the general thesis about
increasing target availability:

In keeping with the

routine activity approach, Cohen and Felson report
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documentable changes in human activity patterns.

They

note that more females are college students, that married
women increasingly participate in the labor force, and
that census reports indicate an increasing number of
persons living alone.

Such data would seem to indicate

that an increasing proportion of households is unattended
during the daytime hours.

Further, peopl~ increased the

amount of time they spent away from their homes in out of
town travel.

Parks bureaus reported an increase in users;

more workers became eligible for three week or more of
vacation; more people travelled overseas.
MOTIVATED OFFENDERS

For purposes of this thesis, motivated offenders are
assumed in the same sense that Cohen and Felson assume
their presence.

The arguments pertaining to target

suitability, which are logically substantiated or inferred
rather than empirically tested, are also accepted.

The

purpose of the thesis is to test the link between the
likelihood of household activity during the day and the
likelihood of crime as reported in rates.

This link

assumes the two-generational nuclear family; therefore, if
all adult members of a family can be accounted for in work
or school activities outside the home, then the home is
assumed to be more likely to be unattended or unguarded.
In ecological terms, such a condition provides potential
for symbiotic fit between criminal and worker.
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TIME SERIES VS. CROSS SECTION
The Cohen and Felson analysis is a time series
analysis, and such analyses necessarily entail certain
methodological hurdles that are difficult to overcome.
Perhaps the most serious methodological defect of time
series analyses is that they do not account in the
analysis for the effects of history.

Trends may be

carefully substantiated over time, but other, unidentified,
trends may also contribute to the variance in the
dependent variable.

In the Cohen and Felson study, two

extraneous factors were analyzed:

unemployment rates and

the proportion of the population age 15-24.

No mention is

made about the structure of the economy and the changes in
that arena witnessed between the years of the study, 1947
(post-war) to 1974 (energy crisis).

Political differences

between the conservative 1950's and the liberal 1960's are
not mentioned.
Another methodological difficulty of time series
analyses is that categories within which one wishes to
perform analysis may be redefined as the years progress.
Cohen and Felson did confront this problem; hence, the
necessity to drop the category of larceny-theft, a
category redefined by the FBI, from the analysis.
Other limitations of time series studies include
their failure to pick up seasonal trends and the failure
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of the analysis to identify alternative explanations that
may be due to maturation of the population.

In the case

of failure to pick up seasonal trends, annual measures may
not be sufficiently sensitive.

For example, if crime

rates vary within the year, do in-home activities also
vary seasonally?

This difficulty is not a serious

limitation in this study, given that Cohen and Felson are
striving for a macro-level trend view about the link
hetween household activity and crime rate.

In the case of

maturation offering an alternative explanation, one could
hypothesize that, just as more people are participating in
everyday economic activity in the work arena, more people
are also participating in everyday activity in the crime
arena.

Perhaps both of these are part of a multifaceted

phenomenon that speaks to an increasing overall trend of
material consumption in the society.
Because time series analyses present some distinct
hurdles methodologically, this thesis tests the
empirically drawn linkage in the Cohen and Felson study
from a cross-sectional perspective to ascertain whether
that linkage can be statistically demonstrated in a
one-time environment.

The single time in this case is

1970, a choice which has the effect of placing this study
within the time frame addressed by Cohen and Felson.
Therefore, this study escapes the possible criticism that
some new historical items should properly enter the
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explanatory model, a criticism that could be leveled if
1980 data were used.

The Cohen and Felson study's upper

limit is 1974.

Therefore, historical events occurring

since the Cohen

an~

Felson study are excluded from this

study by virtue of employing 1970 data.
cross-section are the 36 Oregon counties.

The cases in the
The central

question to which the thesis is addressed may be posed as
follows:

assuming the validity of the arguments

concerning the presence of both motivated offenders and
suitable targets, will the Cohen and Felson household
activity ratio, which is a measure of overall daytime
activity within households (measured within Oregon
counties), covary significantly with crime rates, taking
Oregon counties as the test cases?
HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY RATIO
The household activity ratio is the measure that
Cohen and Felson use to detect the presence of "capable
guaraians" in the home during daytime hours, the inference
heing that their (capable) presence effectively guards
against criminal activity.

They calculate the household

activity ratio annually from 1947-1974, using data
gathered from the Current Population Survey.
Three elements contribute to the calculation of the
household activity ratio:

the number of married,

husband-present female labor force participants; the
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number of non-husbana wife households; and the total
number of households in the United States.

The first two

elements are summed, yielding a total presumed to be an
estimator of unattended households during working hours.
This sum is divided by the third element, the total number
of households, a transformation that yields a ratio
between the "guarded" households and the total number of
households.
In this thesis, different data sources were
necessitated by the fact that census data by county are
not available in the same format as census data for the
entire country.

The first element, the number of marriea,

husband-present female labor force participants, is taken
from Table 121 of the U.S. Bureau of the Census Social
Characteristics for Oregon.

The third element, the total

number of households, is taken from the U.S. Bureau of the
Census General Characteristics, Oregon, Table 16.

Both of

these elements are directly comparable to the Cohen and
Felson elements for the nation as a whole.
The element that was unavailable for Oregon counties
that had to be estimated is the number of non-husband wife
households.
In Table I below, the comparison estimator derives
non-husband wife households by subtracting the number of
household heads with spouses present from the number of
households.

The thesis estimator substitutes the number
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TABLE I
A CHECK ON ESTIMATOR RELIABILITY: NUMBER
OF NON-HUSBAND-WIFE HOUSEHOLDS
Comparison
Estimator

Thesis
Estimator

Total N of Households

63,637,721*

63,637,721*

N Married, Spouse
Present Heads of
Households

44,010,521*

N Marriec1 Women,
Husband Present
Difference

44,411,778**
19,627,200

Ratio of the Differences:

* Source:
** Source:

19,225,943

• 9796

USBC, General Characteristics, Table 204.
USBC, General Characteristics, Table 216

of married women with husbands present, for the number of
married, spouse-present heads of household.

The thesis

estimator yielded a value amounting to 98 percent of the
comparison estimator (ratio:

.9796).

From this check, it

is assumed that the estimator of non-husband wife
households is both valid (estimating what it purports to
estimate) and reliable (could be recalculated across a
different data set with the same results).
Household activity ratios were calculated for each
of the 36 Oregon counties for calendar year 1970.
rates and the figures used in their calculation are
presented in table form in Appendix A.

The
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CRIME STATISTICS

Cohen and Felson use the FBI Uniform Crime Reports
as the source of four of the five crime rates reported in
the study:

forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault,

and burglary.

They report the homicide rate from the U.S.

Bureau of the Census statistics.

The FBI Uniform Crime

Reports are monthly tabulations of data gathered from law
enforcement agencies in each state.

Like the U.S. Bureau

of the Census statistics on homicide rate, these data are
not reported by county within each state.
This thesis derived crime rate data from the Oregon
Crime Report Statistics, 1970, compiled by the Oregon
State Police.

The table below presents summaries of the

definitions from the various sources for comparison.

The

definitions for the identified categories are so similar
as to be assumed comparable for purposes of this thesis.
As noted above, it was concluded that any minor
differences in wording of the definitions of crime rates
do not compromise the comparability of these categories as
they are employed in the Cohen and Felson study and in
this thesis.
Regression techniques were used to determine whether
the household activity ratio varies with crime rates
across the 36 Oregon counties.

First, a simple linear

regression was run with household activity ratio as the
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TARE Il
A ClM>ARISrn CF CATEXDRY lH'INITIOO

CdB'l and Felsal Definiticn
(FBI and tBOC)

O!teP.ory
hi-

State of Oregoo
Definiticn
All willful and felcniaJS tx:mi.cides, as

negl.igalt

~

lbni.cide

neg1.1geme

Forcible
Rape
.Aggravated

Assault

Rape by fcroe, assault to rape,
attarpted rape

I Stealing er

atrg1.ary

I Any

I

~ anything of
Stealing er ~ anything of
value f'.rcm the care, custody, er
value f'.rcm a perscn by fa'Oe er
caitrol of a perscn by fcrce er by violence er thraJgh fear.
violence er by p.itting in fear
~ er unlawful entry of
a strooture with intent to camrl.t
a felcny er a theft. Includes

I

Aey unlawful entry to cxmnit a felcny
or theft. ~ and enter:LQS. Such
entry nay oot have had to i.rclude fcrce

attarpt.s.

to~

H

All cases \ohere a mt.a' vehicle is
stolen er driven aJAa.Y and atmxlcned,

theft
Pate
Larceny

Fcrcible rape, assault to rape,
attarpted rape

Assault with intent to kill er fer Assault with intent to kill; assault
by stxx:>ting, cutting, stabbing,
the p..rpcse of inflicting severe
txxli.ly injury' by sh)oti~, cut~' po~, scalding er
ting, ~' po~, scalding by the use of acid.
or by the use of acids, explcsives
er other meam. !roll.lies attarpts

Robbery

Auto-

f'.rcm deaths caused by

and

••

entry. Ircludes attar:pts.

"Pf riding" thefts •

'!heft' except auto theft' OVfr $75. ()()
value. !bes oot irclude gpDES, Elli>ez-

zlement, fraud, etc.
Note: 'Ihe Cbhen and Felscrl definiticns are coodensed f'.rcm the FBI U'lifcrm Crime Repcrts,
1CJ70, definiticns with the exceptiai of the definitiai for mmegl.igent l'xmi.cide, v.tti.ch
is coodensed f'.rcm the tEOC definitiai (siroe t.mt is the sooroe they report fer t.mt
rate).

**The definitiai for this rate is droR:>ed f'.rcm the C'dlE!l and Fel.sal due to excessive
Dlll.ti.oolinearity. As this was oot a problem relative to this rate in the crcss-sectiaial
metl'x>dology herein enployed, this rate is ioollded in this thesis; hence, its definitiai
is reported.
H"lhe categry of larceny changed definiticns in the ooorse of the Cbhen and Felsal time
stl.dy, and was ~ f'.rcm the analysis. Sime t.mt did rd i:resent a metl'x>dol~cal
difficulty in the cross-secticns awrooch enployed in this thesis, the Oregoo definitiai
is reported and the rate is used in the analysis.
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independent variable and each of the seven crime rates
employed in this study as the dependent variable.

Second,

a multiple regression technique was used, in which five
predictors were regressed on crime rates.

Two of the

predictors, percent unemployed and percent age 15-24, are
used in the stuay to replicate the Cohen and Felson study.
Both of these predictors have historically received some
substantiation in crime literature, and the relevant
question for the study centers on whether age and
unemployement can serve to enhance the model being
developed.

Two other predictors, density of county

population and percent urban, were added to the analysis
to see whether the household activity ratio was a better
or worse predictor of crime rates than specified
demographic considerations.

If household activity ratio

is a universal covariant of crime rates, it should not vary
across any demographic dimensions.

The fifth predictor in

the equation was, of course, the household activity ratio
itself.

The results yielded by these techniques are

reported in Chapter IV.

While five predictors may be

construed as an excessive number of predictors given an N
of 36 cases, all five have been, nonetheless, retained,
because the purpose of the study is not to be either
statistically or theoretically definitive.

Rather, the

aim is to probe the strenqth of a linkage: this may
include an analysis of certain variables which may have a
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utility in predicting crime rates and which were excluded
from the Cohen and Felson study, namely the demographic

variables.

The unemployment and age predictors were

retained in the attempt to reprocuce more faithfully the
Cohen and Felson study, as these are predictors they
consider in their analysis.
Cohen and Felson use the technique of difference
equation analysis, which can be employed to model
cumulative social change.

While this technique is

amenable to time series analysis, cross-sectional analyses
such as the one presented in this thesis are not concerned
with trends or with cumulation.
is not employed in this thesis.

Therefore, this technique

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Cohen and Felson use the household activity ratio as
a predictor of crime in the sense that they argue that a
rise in the calculated activity ratio is associated with a
rise in crime rates.

The testing of this link is the

purpose of this thesis: consequently a simple regression
of household activity ratio against each of the seven
Oregon crime rates is reported in Table III below.
In Table III, the relationship presented between
household activity ratio and crime rates is significant at
the .05 level in two cases, assault rate and auto theft
rate.

In two other cases, robbery rate and burglary rate,

the relationship with household activity ratio is
significant at the .01 level.

Therefore, in four out of

the seven tested cases, the demonstrated relationship is
greater than would be expected to occur bv chance alone
at levels usually accepted as significant.

However,

less than 20 percent of the variance in any crime rate is
accounted for by the household activity ratio alone.
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TABLE III
VARIANCE IN CRIME RATES EXPLAINED BY
HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY RATIO

Crime

R2

F

Murder Rate

.001

.02

Rape Rate

.006

.22

Robbery Rate

.201

8.S7xx

Assault Rate

.117

4.49x

Burglary Rate

.183

7.61xx

Larceny Rate

.096

3.62

Auto Theft Rate

.13S

S.32x

df 1,34
Critical F .OS = 4.13 x, P =
F .01 = 7.44 xx, p =

<
<

.OS
.01

In the Cohen and Felson study, age (percent lS-24),
unemployment rate, and household activity ratio, used together as predictors of crime rates, demonstrated that unemployment and age enhanced prediction very little.
evidence of this study tends to confirm that finding.
This evidence is presented in Table IV below.
Comparing the R2 reported in Tables III
and IV demonstrates that in some cases the prediction

The
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capability (as reflected in the R2) is not improved using
age and unemployment.

This drop occurs because all three

variables were entered in the regression equation without
specification as to which variable would be considered
first.

Thus, household activity ratio, considered in con-

junction with these explanatory variables, explains less
of the total variance in crime rates.
presented in Table

This comparison is

v.
TABLE IV

HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY RATIO, AGE AND UNEMPLOYMENT
AS PREDICTORS

Crime
Rate
Murder

Stanaardized Regression
Coefficients
Household
Age
Un employActivity
ment
Ratio
15-24

R2

F

.086

-.147

.107

.034

.38

-.113

.097

.028

.015

.158

Robbery

.473

-.080

-.064

.209

2.83

Assault

.382

-.098

.055

.129

1.58

Burglary

.433

-.053

.192

.219

3.00*

Larceny

.322

-.068

-.181

.130

1.59

Auto
Theft

.407

-.153

-.226

.198

2.64

Rape

df = 3,32
F .OS = 2.9 * p =
F .01 = 4.46** p =

<
<

.OS
.01
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF R2
(TABLES III AND IV)

R2 Using Household
Activity Ratio
(Table III)

Crime

R~ Using Household
Activity Ratio,
Age and Unemployment
(Table IV)

Murder

.001

.034

Rape

.006

.015

Robbery

.201**

.209

Assault

.117*

.129

Burglary

.183**

.219*

Larceny

.096

.130

Auto
Theft

.135*

.198

* p
** p

=
=

<
<

.05
.01

In addition to the predictors used by Cohen and
Felson, this study appended an urban dimension, reflected
in two demographic variables; population per square mile
(density) and percent of the population within the county
classified as urban (percent urban).

Using these two

variables in conjunction with household activity ratio
yields a more significant R2•
Table VI below.

These data are presented in
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TABLE VI
HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY RATIO, PERCENT URBAN,
AND DENSITY AS PREDICTORS
Standardized Regression
Coefficients
Percent
Activity
Density
Urban
Ratio

Rate

R2

F

Murder

-.056

.159

.004

.020

Rape

-.319

.047

.476

.199

2.65

Robbery

-.018

.072

.950

.956

**
230.24

Assault

-.076

.334

.562

.547

**
12.8E

.005

.289

.619

.641

19.0~

Larceny

-.042

.193

.566

.434

*"
8.H

Auto
Theft

-.130

.256

.821

.825

*"
50. 3E

Burglary

.218

*"'

df = 3,32
F .OS = 2.9
F .01 = 4.46**
As shown above, using the two demographic indicators
enhances the R2 considerably in five of the seven cases.
Further, household activity ratio adds nothing to these
regression equations.
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Table VII below summarizes the R2 for the three
combinations of household activity ratio presented in this
thesis.
TABLE VII
ALL COMBINATIONS OF HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY RATIO
AS PREDICTORS
(TABLES III, IV AND VI)

Crime
Rate

Household
Activity
Ratio
Alone
(Table III)

Household
Activity
Ratio, Age
and Unemployment (Table
IV)

Murder

.001

.034

.020

Rape

.006

.015

.199

Robbery

.201**

.209

.956**

Assault

.117*

.129

.547**

Burglary

.183**

.219*

.641**

Larceny

.096

.130

.434**

Auto
Theft

.135*

.198

.825**

*
**

p
p

=<
=<

Household
Activity
Ratio, Density,
and Percent
Urban (Table
VI)

.05
.01

Demographic indicators dramatically enhance the
R2 in the cases of robbery, burglary and auto theft.
The implications of this and other findings will be
discussed in Chapter

v.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY OF THE FOCUS OF THE STUDY
This thesis focused on a particular statistical
model that has emerged from crime literature in recent
years.

Crime has typically proven to be a ubiquitous

phenomenon for which a range of explanatory/predictive
models has been generated.

What distinguished the

statistical model addressed in this thesis from the rest
of the "explanations of crime" was its unique contextual
argument.

In the ecological theory from which Cohen and

Felson's routine activity approach to crime springs,
society is viewed as a set of symbiotic
interrelationships.

The implication of this basic

"Weltanschuung" is that crime, like any other social
behavior, is viewed as fitting into the network of
symbiotic relations comprising the whole.

Crime, in such

a view, is not a phenomenon analytically separate from
other social phenomena.

Crime is, rather, a part of the

social fabric.
Viewing crime as a part of the social whole has
methodological implications.

Crime must be studied
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sociologically in terms of its position within the social
matrix.

Cohen and Felson did just that.

They examined

the phenomenon of crime, as expressed in federal rates,
against a routine activity, household activity.

In their

schema, crime is like household activity in that both
share the characteristic of being a routine activity.

If

crime is a routine activity, it fits within the matrix of
other routine activities.

Cohen and Felson sought to

illuminate one relationship among the network of
interrelations that exist among routine activities:

the

relation between crime and household activity.
In their argument, Cohen and Felson present the
premise that crime as an activity can occur upon the
convergence of three factors:

motivated offenders,

suitable targets, and lack of capable guardians.

In

sidestepping the issue of motivated offenders, Cohen and
Felson place psychological speculation outside the
boundaries of sociological inquiry.

To raise the

question of what motivates individual offenders to commit
acts socially defined as deviant is to request an answer
that can be rendered only in terms of a singular unit of
analysis:

the individual.

The probability that certain

identifiable classes of motivators (e.g., poverty) have a
high statistical association with reported crimes has been
a frequent avenue of investigation on the sociological
side of the question of motivated offenders.

Such
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investigations never adequately explain why, given similar
circumstances, some people become "motivated" while others
do not.

In sum, investigating the notion of motivated

offenders has been an inquiry of mixed result.

Assuming,

as Cohen and Felson do, the ubiquitous presence of
motivated offenders commits no logical travesty; what is
being asserted is that persons who wish to commit acts
-

defined as criminal are present within society.
crimes are committed.

Indeed,

People do commit them.

Sidestepping the issue of why people engage in criminal
activity is not to fail to acknowledge that a question can
be legitimately raised.

It is to fail to raise the

question, a research choice based upon a defensible
decision to focus the study on a different question, the
sociological question of where criminal behavior fits in
the social fabric of the whole.
By the same logic, the presence of suitable targets
is basically assumed by Cohen and Felson.

They analyze

certain data pertinent to commodities and conclude that
small "things" are proliferating in society.

Something

small is easily portable and difficult, in many cases, to
identify later if recovered.

Targets may be in the

process of becoming both smaller and more generally
available, but, basically, it is not arguable that targets
don't exist.

They do.

The objects of crime range from

people to things, and people and things are available.
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Again, however, as in the case of motivated offenders, the
questions to be raised in the consideration of suitable
targets fall outside the focus of the Cohen and Felson
study.
The locus of concern, then, is the question of how
crime-as-activity may be conceived in the matrix of social
activities.

Crime-as-routine, as opposed to crime-as-

extraordinary, is the background against which crime is
investigated in relation to household activity.

This

thesis sought to lend credibility or discredibility to the
premise that crime and household activity are demonstrably
related at a statistically significant level.
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
Chapter III of this thesis details the methodology
used to implement the inquiry described in the summary
above.

Tables in Chapter IV summarize the findings.

The

implications of the statistical findings will be discussed
in this section.
Household activity ratio proved to be a
disappointing predictor of crime rates.

Table III

presented the R2 for the simple linear regression
calculated between crime rate and activity ratio.

In four

cases the F ratio indicated a confidence level of .OS
or better, but an examination of the R2 statistic
shows that even in the best case, activity ratio x
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robbery, the activity ratio explained only 18 percent of
the variance in the robbery rate.

While such a result may

be interpreted with some confidence as not emerging by the
play of chance, the result is still usefully inadequate in
illuminating a direct, theoretically significant,
interrelation.
Table IV added age and unemployement to the
regression equations and the amount of the variance in the
crime rate explained by the predictor variables actually
decreased with the addition of the two new variables.

The

results from Tables III and IV are compared in Table V,
from which the conclusion may be drawn that not only does
household activity ratio make a disappointing showing when
regressed against the crime rates included in the study;
age and unemployment cause that far from satisfying
situation to decay.

The findings on age and unemployment

are consonant with the findings of Cohen and Felson.

They

chose to include these variables because they have enjoyed
a certain popularity in crime literature.

Age has been

shown to be associated with criminal acts (e.g.,
Hindeling:

1981), and unemployment has been theorized as

a situation that can provide motivation to offenders.

The

failure of these variables to add to the explanatory
capacity of the model developed by Cohen and Felson is not
unexpected.

Unemployment is not regularly reported as

directly linked to crime in the literature:
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• • • attempts to link criminality to the business
cycle or to unemployment figures have not produced
any clear conclusion except that the relationship
between material "need" and criminal behavior is

not direct (Nettler, 1974).
This observation tends to debunk the folk knowledge that
blames unemployment directly for crime (e.g., Clark,
1970).

Crime is a complex phenomenon encompassing a broad

range of acts.

As Schmid observed:

• • • "crime" is not a simple, precise homogeneous phenomenon which can be readily integrated
into a sociological or psychological frame of
reference (Schmid, 1960b, 675).
Crime may have a range of associations, some direct and
some indirect, each contributing only a modicum of
explanation.

This suggestion may have some bearing upon

the failure of the household activity ratio as an
explanatory variable in this thesis.

Examining crime in

terms of inferred home activity may be attempting to place
too simple a face on the variable requiring explanation,
crime rate.
This thesis introduced two demographic variables,
density and percent urban, and the explanatory capacity of
the regression equation was dramatically enhanced.

In the

case of robbery, 95 percent of the variance could be
explained by the new equation, even using the more
conservative estimator of the R2.

The most significant

regression coefficient in the robbery equation was
the coefficient associated with density, and this was
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generally true in all seven equations.

The one exception

was the case of murder where the largest regression

coefficient was percent urban.

The murder equation,

however, actually yielded a negative R2 and was one of
two (the other was rape) not significant with the
demographic variables included in the equation.

Table VII

summarizes the results across all three sets of regression
equations presented herein.

Clearly, the greatest

explanatory value adheres to the demographic predictors.
URBAN VARIABLES AND CRIME
The association between "urban" variables and crime
has not passed unremarked (Clinard, 1963; Clinard, 1942;
Newman, 1973; Schmid, 1960a and 1960b; Sutherland, 1947;
Humphries and Wallace, 1980).
In 1942, Clinard, in a study of adult male offenders
conducted at the Iowa Men's Reformatory, noted that
rural offenders had a greater contact with the outside
community than did rural non-offenders interviewed as a
control group.

Contact entailed number of residences in

which one had lived and the length of time one lived in
them.

Further, rural offenders did not participate as

frequently in community organizations.

Clinard concluded

that the more heterogeneous urban areas tended to produce
a "criminal social type," a category he argued was not
present in rural areas.

These observations would seem to
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tap into sociology's historical roots (Durkheim,
1964--mechanical/organic solidarity; and Tonnies, 1957-Gemeinschaft and Geselleschaft.)
Sutherland (1947) remarked on the similarity of
today's ecological theories to the geographic or
cartographic studies in crime during the middle of the
19th century.

Sutherland comments that in their

geographic plots of crime, these cartographic researchers
focused on crime as a "necesary expression of social
conditions."

In other words, crime, conceptualized as a

routine social construct, was being plotted geographically
150 years ago.
Human ecologists are not the only theorists
interested in examining urban variables in relation to
crime.

Marxist sociology also makes use of demographic

considerations in explaining crime.

For example,

Humphries and Wallace (1980:179) argue:
In areas affected by the withdrawal of capital,
the out-migration of highly paid workers and the
marginalization of the remainder, accompanied by
the absorption into the labor-force of low paid
workers, women and youth, intensify central city
distress and interpersonal conflict over the
distribution of shrinking resources. High rates
of interpersonal conflict, registered as "violent
crime," characterize these metropolitan settings.
Demonstrably, then, demographic variables have earned
their spurs in more than one theoretical schema.

As

Clinard observed (1963:67):
City living does not, of course, directly result
in deviant behavior, but many of the conditions
associated with city life are, to a preponderant
degree, conducive to deviation.
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HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY RATIO AND OTHER COVARIANTS OF CRIME
The household activity ratio, inferred as a measure
of daytime household presence (as an indicator of the
dimension of presence/absence of capable guardians), falls
far short of the demographic variables in this study in
explaining the variance in any of the crime rates herein
examined.

-

For rape and murder, one would expect the

explanatory value of the household activity ratio to be
limited.

Both of these are crimes against persons and

persons only.

Since the Cohen and Felson theory is predi-

cated on the premise of capable guardians in relation to
the objects of crime, the activity ratio would, because of
its formulation, be unable to assume capable guardianship
in the case of rape or murder.

Being home may be an invi-

tation to either of these crimes because home activities
are, in daytime hours, conducted in solitude or in the
presence of small children.

Neither of these conditions

coula be construed as capable guardianship: the reverse
may be true.

A person engaged in routine work activities

outside the home may be safer in an off ice complex where
they enjoy the presence of a host of capable guardians.
In the case of rape and murder, then, one may expect that
other explanations, including demographic ones, would
enjoy greater significance.
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Another limitation of the activity ratio is that it
only addresses, by the nature of its construction, daytime

hours.

Thus it is limited to the time scope of criminal

behavior it addresses.

No evidence is presented by Cohen

and Felson to indicate that a preponderance of property
(or any other) crime occurs during the day.
Given that the household activity is arguably both
rate-specific (limited to the types of crime rates it can
logically address) and time-specific (limited to the hours
of the day it addresses), it may have only the most
limited explanatory capacity.

Trite as it sounds, the

household activity ratio may be a case of tryinq to
illuminate the obvious, that a motivated person may steal
small available objects during daytime hours when it can
be predicted that there is a low probability of being seen
since the house is empty.

Cohen and Felson fail to note

whether business crime would be amenable to analysis
through

the vehicle of a business activity ratio.

Many

businesses are typically vacant at night and would presumably have suitable targets existing in the absence of
capable guardians for specifiable periods of time.
The prediction that a criminal act will not be
interfered with--an inference from the notion of capable
guardians that unprotected property is somehow a safer
target--feeds into economic theories of crime and the
positing of "rational man."

Such theories hold, in common
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with ecological theories, that crime is a routine social
activity.

Economic theories entail the rational weighing

of alternatives by rational actors as an explanation for
criminal and other social behavior.
Sullivan (1973) enumerates five variables weighed by
the (rational) criminal contemplating a criminal act.

He

argues that criminals weigh gains against possible losses
(such as the probability of arrest and punishment) when
contemplating a criminal act.
another factor:

Swimmer (1974:294) adds

Sociologically or psychologically-

determined tastes for crime.

Basically the economic model

is a weighing of the costs and benefits presented in the
opportunity for criminally-defined activity.

These costs

and benefits need not be property-specific.

Conceivably a

person could weigh the imputed benefit of murder or rape
as against the losses that might be incurred were the act
carried to fruition.
Economic models do not, at first blush, contain much
in common with demographic considerations.

The most

obvious link can be made in assertions about the
differences between rural and urban opportunity structures
relative to crime.

However, economic and demographic

answers are basically answers to different questions.
Economic models address the issue of why a person would
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become an offender.

Demographics addresses issues of

location, frequency, density, etc., as well as the issues

of how much and where.

Therefore demographic and economic

models are not, nor need they be, mutually exclusive.
They address the same questions, crime, in different contexts.

This conclusion might also be drawn regarding the

household activity ratio in a more limited sense--it
addresses property crimes at certain times, ignoring
issues of location and density in favor of frequency.
ANOTHER AVENUE:

THE CASE OF SWITZERLAND

While the results of this study point to the
potential utility of demographic variables in any
explantion of the phenomenon of crime, Clinard's (1978)
recent comparison of Sweden and Switzerland calls even
demographic variables into question, suggesting that even
the high rates of association may be masking another, more
pertinent associative variable.

It was Clinard's (1942)

study of the Iowa Men's Reformatory that raised issues
suggesting the dimensions, long revered in sociology, of
Gemeinschaft/Geselleschaft--mechanical/organic solidarity.
His more recent work with Sweden and Switzerland echoes
the utility of these dimensions (Clinard, 1978).
Sweden, which had about 25 percent more population
than Switzerland in 1971, was about Switzerland's equal
in terms of percent urban, a dimension used in this
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thesis.

Based on 1971 data 51.3 percent of the Swiss

lived in urban places (defined as having a population of

10,000 or more) as compared with a figure in Sweden of
56.5 percent.

However, the two countries differed

radically in density, the other (and most successful)
explanatory variable added to this study.

Switzerland, in

1971, had 365 inhabitants per square mile as compared with
44 inhabitants per square mile in Sweden.

Based on

the results presented in this thesis, it would be expected
that the Swiss, with their higher density, would report
higher crime rates.
the case.

Yet, quite the opposite is actually

The Swiss enjoy a dramatically lower crime rate

than the Swedes.

This juxtaposition of expectation and

reality is all the more astonishing in light of the fact
that in Switzerland in 1971, 17 percent of the population
consisted of aliens, as compared with 5 percent in Sweden.
The presence of a large number of "outsiders" has long
been considered a potential threat to social cohesion.
Further, rates for murder, non-negligent manslaughter, and
robbery are low, in spite of the ready availability of
firearms.
Not only were crime rates lower in Switzerland than
in Sweden, in 1971, the rates were either declining or
holding constant.
On a nationwide basis, and for the nineteen predominantly German-speaking cantons, criminal
convictions, convictions for crimes against "life
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and body" and offenses against morality remained
either fairly constant or declined in the period
from 1960 to 1971, depending on the statistical
measures used. These trends in convictions
contrast sharply with other European countries
such as England and Wales, with the exception of
crimes against morality (Clinard, 1978:52).
Clinard identifies several differences that may help
in understanding the low Swiss crime rates.

He notes that

the process of urbanization has been a slow one in
Switzerland, characterized by decentralized industry and a
restricted internal migration (self-imposed, and
presumably attributable to linguistic and cultural
differences).

Thus, the Swiss never experienced a

migration to urban centers of any magnitude.

This

observation can lead to the presumption that rates of
urbanization over time can be used as an explanatory
variable in relation to crime rates.
Secondly, Clinard observed that no typical slums
flourished in Swiss cities.

The implication, he argues,

is that norms favorable to crime have no adequate soil in
which to root.

He attributes the scarcity of slum

conditions to a high level of citizen responsibility,
which creases a corollary development of socially positive
norms.
Third, in Switzerland, 60 percent of the population
lives in the canton in which they were born.
to know their neighbors.

People tend

The young enjoy stability and
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continuity of schooling.

The payoff is a perpetuation of

the notion of personal responsibility, which serves to
strengthen social ties.
Fourth, government in Switzerland is largely
decentralized.

Each canton contains communes organized to

handle the collective needs of its residents.

Political,

school, religious, and citizen communes focus on the
particular needs of the population.

Citizens participate

in their government with democratic, rather than
representative, levels of responsibility, a condition
which fosters a faith in mutual help and in the solidarity
of the social group.

Such a condition may suggest that

participation in rendering and maintaining the social
rules of one's existence, one's governance, may create a
condition of personal involvement that serves to deny (or
fail to create) the impulse to crime.
The Swiss citizen's sense of responsibility and
his active participation in community affairs
affect his own behavior and that of others,
including compliance not only with generally
accepted ~ocial norms but also with the law
(Clinard, 1978:112).
The Swiss sense of responsibility developed in a tradition
of direct democratic self-rule may be, in effect, a kind
of proactive capable guardian as compared with the
reactive kind of capable guardianship posited in the Cohen
and Felson model of crime.

Capable guardianship in

Switzerland is seemingly found in the matrix of social
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attitudes engendered in a condition of distributive power.
Embedded in this matrix is another consideration:

The desire to avoid public censure is probably
more conducive to conformity than is the fear of
police reprimand (Clinard, 1978:112).
Switzerland is a case where, by national policy, political
power is distributed widely.
in the economic realm.

This condition is mirrored

Switzerland, while it does have a

lower class, enjoys, relatively speaking, a fairly even
income distribution.

Commenting on the Swiss attitude

toward wealth, Clinard comments:
Generally one is not struck with obvious wealth,
and most Swiss seem to believe that the wealthy
purposely try to avoid much display of their wealth.
Most of them believe that theirs is both a political
and economic democracv, one in which pretensions of
social class ana ostentation play an lnsignif icant
role • • • (Clinard, 1978:112).
Switzerland, then, is characterized by many unique,
observable social conditions.

The population is stable,

power is distributed widely, aqe groups are integrated
rather than segregated, and crime rates are low.
variable may be distributed power.

A key

Sweden, characterized

by high crime rates, inhibits citizen responsibility for
social conditions with a high level of involvement by the
federal government in the lives of its inhabitants.
Demographic variables strongly associated with crime may
be multicolinear in relation to variables summarizing a
number of issues raised in the Switzerland/Sweden
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comparison:

distribution of power, rate of migration over

time, rate of urbanization over time, etc.
SIZE OF PLACE
One demographic variable not yet mentioned in this
study but possibly pertinent to any explanatory model of
crime may be size of place.

Social planners may wonder

about the pragmatic policy implications that could potentially be teased from strong associations between crime
·rates and such variables as density or percent urban.
dense is too dense?

How

What percent urban is too great?

Size of place may help to delimit the answers to such
questions.

Does density as associated with varying sizes

of places become an even more refined explanatory variable
of crime?

Could the same questions profitably be raised

with regard to percent urban, size of place, and crime
rates?
Preliminary to the spate of more recent literature
advocating serious consideration of size as a variable,
Leopold Kohr (1978) argued that:
• • • whether we are individuals or groups,
once the critical point is reached, we become
brutes almost in spite of ourselves (Kohr,
1978:27).
Kohr believed that increasing numbers
• • • exert an intensifying effect (which,
accompanied by) the possession of the critical
quantity of power • • • has a detonating
effect • • • if critical power is the immediate
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cause of social evil, • • • critical social size,
being the breeding ground of critical power, is
its ultimate or primary cause (Kohr, 1978:33).

Kohr concludes
In evaluating the critical size of a society, it
is however not sufficient to think only in terms
of the size of its population. Its density
(correlating population with geographic area),
and its velocity (reflecting the extent of its
administrative integration and technological
progress) may be likewise taken into account (Kohr,
1978:33).
Kohr's work became a principal basis for a later, and more
popularly read, treatise on the effects of size
(Schumacher, 1973).
Another theorist of size emphasizes the intricate
interplay between the structure of society (within which
one necessarily views reality) and the ability to assess
reality and determine consequents (Greeley, 1977).

This

sociologist emphasizes the importance of certain natural
groupings such as the neighborhood in the quest for
balance between interdependence and individuality/
anonymity.

Such an emphasis does not stray far from the

suggestion of Clinard's study of Sweden/Switzerland
discussed above.

Greeley's search for the size within

which interdependence functions is mirrored in the cantonanswer of Switzerland.

Distributed power, a concept

suggested by the Swiss format of government, may foster
both a reality-assessment and an actual life hooked into
interrelation and interdependence.
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Perhaps the most incisive work. about size in recent
years is authored by Sale (1980).

Among the socially dys-

functional activities he observes in recent years is
included the following statistic:
The number of murders in the U.S. has increased
steadily over the last twenty years, up by nearly
60 percent since 1970, with some 20,000 people a
year now driven to this ultimate cruelty, giving
the U.S. a greater murder rate than any nation on
earth, perhaps greater than any nation known to
history (Sale, 1980:23).
In his examination of the historical issues addressing
optimal size, Sale observes:
Small cities have as a rule a far higher rate
of participation in cultural matters, far
greater contributions from all age, race,
education, and economic sectors (Sale, 1980:
198).
Quoting Robert Dahl, Sale asserts:
The larger the place, the less likely the
citizen to be involved as an active participant in
local political life. The smaller the unit, the
greater the opportunity for citizens to
participate in the decisions of their government
(Sale, 1980:203).
Linking this observation to the Clinard comparison of
Switzerland/Sweden, a connection may be firmly hypothesized addressing the relationship between size of place
(and the consequent of citizen involvement) and crime
rates.
Sale concludes:
• • • for every harmonious, self-governing
human unit there is a size beyond which it ought
not to grow (Sale, 1980:482).
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He advocates a kind of "harmony through diversion," an
idea buttressed by the example of Switzerland, where:
• • • the guiding principle has always been to
provide minority territory rather than go through
the endless struggles of minority rights (Sale,
1980:483).
Juxtaposed against this rule by the smaller group is the
observation that:
• • • the state has not controlled or
prevented crimes in any society (where •
the state) has become powerful, particularly
nations where it has become most powerful
of all. The United States, easily the
mightiest in the Western world, has easily
the highest crime rate and the greatest
prison population (Sale, 1980:483).
What the particular works addressing size cited
above suggest is that a profitable area of investigation
for further research related to crime rates is the notion
of size of population with an eye to identifying optimal
size.

An ancillary consideration of such an investigation

may be that the unit of analysis in such research might
not be delineated by the geographic boundaries of the
city; instead, the boundaries of a neighborhood may be
suitable as a delimiter if certain characteristics of
community, such as level of interrelatedness, are
assessed.

The question may not be completely focused when

answered in terms of optimal size; waiting to be assessed
is the boundary within which size is to be studied.
Size alone, however, would not become the wondervariable.

Other social characteristics such as the
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political and economic distribution of power may need to
be addressed.

While recent literature suggests the

importance of size in the assessment of social matrices,
the case of Switzerland/Sweden suggests a more subtle
complexity of explanatory and/or associative variables.

A

fruitful avenue of investigation employing the household
activity ratio might be to calculate that statistic in
areas of both Sweden and Switzerland, and ascertain
whether household activity is a part of a social matrix
indicative of (statistically associated with) crime.
CONCLUSION
This study was unable to replicate the promising
results from the Cohen and Felson avenue of inquiry--the
juxtaposition of daytime household activity and crime
rates.

A number of explanations could be generated to

account for the variation in the two studies.
First, the cross section was limited to counties
located within the state of Oregon.
seem to limit the study.

On surface, this may

However, if Cohen and Felson

assert an abstract premise across a whole (the United
States) without disclaimers, then what holds for the
whole, if it is a universal association, ought to hold for
the parts.
Cohen and Felson conducted a trend analysis, and
this study looked at a cross section of cases within one
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year.

Trend analysis examines a variable crossed with

another variable or variables over time.

Cross sectional

analysis substitutes a range of places for the time series
range of years.

This thesis examined 36 cases, the cases

being Oregon counties.

To establish their trend, Cohen

and Felson examined 28 cases in effect, taking each year
over the study range (1947-1974) as a case in point.
While certain shortcomings may be ascribed to
methodological/statistical limitations, theoretical
difficulties may also be present.

While crime as a

routine activity may be a novel conceptualization in
relation to crime literature in general, the household
activity ratio may not be an adequate estimator.

Not only

is the activity ratio limited as to the type of crime it
may meaningfully address, it is limited in time scope.
Perhaps a household activity ratio calculated for night
hours could correlate with crime rates.

A nighttime

household activity ratio might be more successful in
addressing crimes of murder and rape, arenas of dismal
performance for the current activity ratio.
Beyond questions of methodology and of the
reliability of the estimator, however, lies the issue of
crime complexity.

A phenomenon such as crime may require

an intricate model to explain even half of the variance in
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its rates.

Certain possibilities as paths for future

research have been suggested.

Such paths may include rate

of urbanization, size of place, distribution of power, and
participation in local networks, to name a few.
In summary, this study was unable to replicate the
results of the Cohen and Felson research.

Further

research may be able to shed clarity on the rather shaky
results obtained herein and posit other variables such
that the variance in crime rates can be more adequately
explained.
Such an effort derives importance not just from the
pure investigative effort itself; of more pragmatic
significance is the arena of policy.

The explanatory

model of any phenomenon shapes the reaction to that
phenomenon.

To the extent that a model can explain

correctly and with some completeness, appropriate
reactions may be formulated.

Further research within the

ecological framework with broader estimators may prove
fruitful in this endeavor.
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